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About This Content

This Cosmetic DLC adds over 120 unique heads (over 60 per gender) to King Arthur's Gold.

Each head represents a flag of the world. There are also Jolly Roger and Rainbow/Pride flags.
Use them to celebrate your heritage and bring some colour onto the battlefield!
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List of flags currently supported:

Poland

Australia

England

Ireland

Scotland

Wales

New Zealand

Australian Aboriginal

Tino Rangatiratanga (Maori)

Canada

USA

Italy

Germany

Russia

France

Netherlands

Sweden
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Norway

Spain

Belgium

Finland

Denmark

Portugal

Turkey

Iceland

Switzerland

Hungary

Belarus

Slovakia

Latvia

Israel

Palestine

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Mexico

Chile

Brazil

Argentina

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

Tonga

Samoa

Korea

China

Singapore
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Thailand

Japan

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Philipines

India

Vietnam

South Africa

Egypt

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan

Georgia

Greece

Syria

Syrian Independence Flag

Mali

Austria

Estonia

Tunisia

Libya

Lithuania

The Faroe Islands

Puerto Rico

Cuba
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Greenland

Dominican Republic

Iraq

Jolly Roger

Rainbow

Requests for missing countries/nations etc will be considered via the support email.
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Title: King Arthur's Gold: Flags of the World Heads Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Transhuman Design
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Integrated

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,French,Russian
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As a fan of point & click advnture and of noir films, I found this game very disappointing. The gameplay is annoying (not
allowed to continue without the right clue even when you know the next step as opposed to having to solve a puzzle without any
clue whatsoever), and includes irritating mini-challenges. Ad\\nd finally, the script is cheesy, even for noir story, with rather
poor voice acting. Definitely not going to play the sequel.. Yet another game where you pay money and the developers shaft you
:) Thanks for all your hard work spending my money and not giving out what you promise A+ for being
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. not recommended ,,program removes all ai traffic on the ground and
in the air. After the Reborn rework the game became quiet enjoyable and fun,i wasn't a high level nor am i a high level right
now but with this rework the world seems more loved and cared for by the developers,also the addition of events you can get a
pretty good boost level and gear wise if you participate,although im a lone player for now i hope that there are guilds that
organize raids\/dungeon runs in the higher levels and that they love communication.. Well....this is the first time I play this
series.
I don't know what I am playing, I hvn't even need to try the craft system.
And the poor battle, I don't even know I am killing the final boss until the ending scene come up. I thought it was some generic
demonic enemy.. Really nice game where you can deck out your profile using the achievement showcase. On sale it goes by 49
cents which is a nice price. Unlike other games with a good amount of achievements this one doesn't spam as you have to do
certain things to get most of it (such as destroying x number of tanks using a certain weapon). Play it if you don't have anything
to do.. Command Ops 2 is a very good game and I wish there were more like this on steam.. Fantastic. This proves that VR
should look beyond games. And that art and ehh... other experiences naturally fits in VR. Really good.. One of the best DLC
sneaking suit! but this should come with the game not to pay for it.
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The game is very good. Thank you for the Chinese version. Can you come up with a stand-alone mode?. I enjoy card games -
preferring "golf" solitaire to this match the pairs - but if you have patience and don't mind playing the same layout over and over
and over, then you will enjoy this game. There does not appear to be any weighting of the deck so card distribution is
completely random, meaning you will lose many more times than you win.

Power ups are limited to three very expensive options so you have to adopt a style of play where you simply replay the level and
hope for a better distribution than to attempt to buy a power up.

The limited selection of music will ending being repetitive as you grind levels. You have to complete 10 levels to a fairly high
"standard" to advance to the next set of 10 layouts. Again, if you don't mind replaying a level several times to get a perfect score
or just to advance to the next set of 10 levels, then there are many levels for you to enjoy.

Catch it on sale though so you can break even on the trading cards if nothing else.

You check out my guide before buying to see the approach, strategies and tips offered to give you a better idea of the
gameplay.. El Vicio puro en su más Sencilla manifestación. Amo la OST ...
Se disfruta mejor si lo acompañás con un Blenders Honey.
10/10 ... Shut up and take my money :P. Simply the best sim-racing game ever made, still the best. This game have that
something that Project Cars (game that is the most similar to the GTR2) doesnt have. 10/10. I've been playing MTG for 5 years
and nothing will ever compare to that so never get your hopes up. This game is trying to stand out on it's own and it does just
that. If you've ever played a TCG then you already know how to play this game. So far so good although I just finished the
tutorial and checked out deck building.
Give it a shot, help this game grow into what you want it to be with forum feedback. You will pay less in Alpha now than you
will in full later. Already my first trading card is worth $1.00 on the market. Makin' money! I will update this when I play more.

Update-ish: Well I played a bit more. So far there are two match variants: deathmatch and horde. Deathmatch is always 4 player
unless online. You can attack anyone.
Horde mode I do not understand. I'm pitted against one other and I can seemingly only use each card once during the fight then
nothing happens until I quit the match... It happened twice. I just played Horde again and beat the first guy, then two more A.I.
showed up and our health was reset and they killed me eventually. So this appears to be some kind of survival gametype.

The lack of cards available and card variants so far makes this game kinda stale out of the box but that will change in due time.
The cards you can choose from are Creature (oppressive), Witch (defensive), aaand that's it. Now, they do call a card type the
"Hero", he adds a permanent boost to your playstyle depending on which one you choose like auto-healing every turn, taking
one less damage from each attacker, and so on. The cards have a bit of synergy to them but are basically the same across
elements (fire, water, air, earth). At one point myself and two A.I. kept healing and attacking and running out of stamina (mana)
and this kept on forever until I had to quit because no winner was surfacing. There needs to be more card types similar to
enchantments or something so the game can feel more suspenseful rather than predictable.

In the end I think this game will evolve into a whole system rather than alpha-chunks but for now try it out, give them feedback,
and help make a great digital card game.

Monday, June 29th, 2015: Update: No work done on this and it's still stale, not worth it any more, it had promise.. 2012 graphics
and you can't disable motion blur.

The game wouldn't be so bad if they fixed the buggy combat. Took me 5 minutes to kill a guy because he would never shoot
when I had time slowed down and when he did shoot the thing would either not repel the bullet or miss the guy.
Sure i'm partly at fault here but give a guy a break... The game should not be this focused on combat. Even if the devs made the
game for the combat they should of at least made it work better.

And don't get me started on the motion blur...

I hate complaining about a game i've only put an hour into but I can't seem to want to waste any more time.. The worst pinball
game on steam that I was never able to play because they refused to activate the tables so I could play them. It took 43 minutes
of trying to get the game to let me play one of the pinball tables but every time I clicked on a table, the game turned itself off. I
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contacted support, only for them to not help. I did the whole activation key thing but the tables never got activated. If the game
has an activation key that I used so that it would let me upload a score, why did it not activate the tables? Seems they did not
want to activate the tables for me. This game is a scam on the PC. The game doesn't work on PC. I've asked for a refund. This is
the only pinball game on steam that I have purchased and not been able to play. My PC has way more than the recommended
system requirements so the game should of been playable but it is not. I give this game on the PC two thumbs down and please
do not make any more games for the PC.. Old school rpg I really like it. its your typical story setting but its intresting to play
through and if your looking for a challenging experiance this is the game for you.. FUN AZZ GAME hope they keep adding on
it
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